A completely regular semigroup is a semigroup which is a union of groups. The class CR of completely regular semigroups forms a variety. On the lattice £(CR) of completely regular semigroup varieties we define two closure operations which induce complete congruences. The consideration of a third complete congruence on £(CR) yields a subdirect decomposition of £(CR). Using these results we show that £(CR) is arguesian. This confirms the (tacit) conjecture that £(CR) is modular. 
Preliminaries
Let S be a semigroup equipped with a unary operation. Then S is said to be a completely regular semigroup if S satisfies, apart from the associative law, the identities [2]
The lattice of completely regular semigroup varieties 25 ular semigroups thus forms a variety (i.e. an equational class). We shall investigate the lattice £(CR) of completely regular semigroup varieties. The main sources of reference for this paper are [10] , [13] , [16] . We refer in particular to [13] and [16] for a more expanded bibliography concerning the study of completely regular semigroups from the point of view of universal algebra. We adopt the lattice theoretic terminology of [6] . As for a background on semigroup theory we refer to the standard texts [8] , [14] . More details concerning the description of congruences on regular semigroups can be found in [10] , [11] and [12] . We shall now supplement the existing notation with the following.
We list some subvarieties of CR which we shall need later. We first mention the notation for the variety under consideration, next the terminology for the completely regular semigroups which belong to the variety, and finally the identities which, in addition to the associative law and the identities for the variety of completely regular semigroups, determine the variety involved. From the description of the lattice of band varieties in [1] , [3] or [4] and from [17] it follows that the above-mentioned completely regular semigroup varieties generate the finite lattice of Figure 1 . Further details concerning the structure of the completely regular semigroups which belong to either of the mentioned varieties can be found in [14] or [15] . If V and W are subvarieties of CR, then V o W will denote the class of all completely regular semigroups S on which one can define a congruence p such that SI p e W and such that every />-class which forms a completely regular semigroup belongs to V. The class V o W is said to be the Mai' cev product of V and W (in CR). We refer to [9] for more details concerning the Mai' cev product of completely regular semigroup varieties. In the following X will be a countably infinite set and U(X) the free unary semigroup on the set X. If V is any variety of unary semigroups, then p v will denote the least congruence on U(X) such that U(X)/p v e V. We let £ be the lattice of fully invariant congruences on U{X) which contain any p e L, U(X)/p generates a variety of completely regular semigroups, which we shall denote by V . It is well-known that and £(CR) -» £, V^p x are mutually inverse antiisomorphisms.
One often considers U(X) to be a subset of the free monoid F on the set l u { ( , ) " ' } . For any a e U(X), with a = be in F, one says that b [c] use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700030214 [4] The lattice of completely regular semigroup varieties 27 is an initial [final] segment of a . We then denote by b and c the elements of U(X) obtained from b and c by deleting unmatched parentheses. If a e F, then the content of a, in notation c(a), is the set of the variables (i.e. elements of X) which occur in a. If b is the largest initial segment of a e U(X) in |c(a)| -1 variables, then we put s(a) = b; dually, if c is the largest terminal segment of a in |c(a)| -1 variables, then we put
Two complete endomorphisms of £(CR)
For any regular semigroup S, we denote by E(S) the set of idempotents of S. For e, f e E(S) we put e < { f if and only if ef = e. The relation < r on E(S) is defined in a dual way. We recall the following result. RESULT (2) />//> CR n< / = 0//> C R n< / , where < 7 is the appropriate relation on the set of idempotents of U(X)/p CK . It readily follows that T r is a complete congruence on £,.
If a is any binary relation on the free completely regular semigroup U(X)/p CR , then a* denotes the least congruence containing a. If a is an equivalence relation, then a° denotes the greatest congruence contained in a .
In the following theorem we use R and <, as in (1) In the following we characterize the p T in another way. (ii) The T r -classes considered in (i) are the intervals use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700030214
[6]
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Figure 2
Since T r is a congruence we have that pT r -6T r , where V c LRB.
From [1] , [3] , [4] or [14] we have that V^ is either one of the varieties LRB, LNB, SL, LZ or T. Since these varieties form a 5-element lattice which is dually isomorphic to the lattice of Figure 2 , it now suffices to show that the fully invariant congruences associated with these five varieties are in different r r -classes. This is obviously true by Francis Pastijn [7] and Francis Pastijn [9] Again by Lemma 7, (p 
We conclude that ( )
16/ 16/
The reverse inclusion holds since T r is a complete congruence. Therefore (5) is satisfied.
From (4) and (5) we see that the elements p Tf of C form a complete sublattice. From this the remaining part of the statement of the theorem can be proved easily.
Because of the anti-isomorphism p -> V^ of £ onto £(CR), the situation described in Theorem 8 carries over to £(CR). We thus obtain a complete congruence on £(CR) which we shall again denote by T r . THEOREM [10]
The relation T r which is given by

VT r W#RGoV = RGoW (V,W€£(CR)) is a complete congruence on £(CR). For V € £(CR) the T r -class \T r is an interval [Y T , V
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where the last equality stems from [9] . From this it also follows that the relation T on £(CR) can be denned by V r \ V « G o V = GoW. The variety V r was denoted by V (/v) in [13] and by V + in [19] . Using 
£(B).
[11]
£(B) of band According to Theorem 9, the V r (V e £(B)) form a complete sublattice of £(B) which is isomorphic to £(B)/(r r | £ ( B ) ). Using the above and the results of [1] , [3] or [4] we find that this lattice consists of the elements T, LZ, SL, B and the elements of the chain C r which can be defined recursively as follows (see use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700030214
[12] 
, p -(N Y (p), Y e l / ) , rey
use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700030214 [13] is a well-defined mapping which induces K on t . One readily sees that for Y e y, p,d e £,we have N Y (p n 0) = N y (p) n A^(0), so that y/ is a n-homomorphism.
By (7) , which is an arguesian lattice. Hence, C/K is itself arguesian. Because of the antisomorphism / ) -» V of £ onto £(CR), the situation described so far in this section carries over to £(CR). The complete congruence on £(CR) we obtain in this way will again be denoted by K. THEOREM In [9, Corollary 6.5] a set of defining identities for V* = RB o (SL V V) is derived from a set of defining identities for V. From [9, Proposition 7.2] use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700030214 [14] The lattice of completely regular semigroup varieties 37
The relation K which is given by
we know that V* is, in Reilly's notation [19] , (SL V V) p . The variety V* was denoted by V. . mm in [13] . We now point out the connection between the above results and the results of [16] .
Obviously, if p e L , then p K is the fully invariant congruence associated with (V ) . More details are given by the following. THEOREM 
14.
For p e C, the relation p K can be defined inductively by
PROOF. Let 6 be denned inductively by
By [ 
In view of [10, Corollary 7] we can now conclude that 6 = p K .
From Theorems 11 and 14 now follows Theorem 1(3), (4) of [16] . Our relation K is denoted by p in [16] .
A subdirect decomposition of £(CR)
We are now able to prove one of the main results of this paper. 
We conclude that y/ is injective.
Theorem 15 corresponds with Theorem 26 of [10] and is, by Lemma 7 and Theorem 14, concordant with Theorem 3(3) of [16] .
On the modularity of £(CR)
Let A be the poset of Figure 5 and let A be the ordinal sum of the poset of Figure 6 and £(CR)/K. Then A is a complete arguesian lattice by Theorem use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700030214 [16] The lattice of completely regular semigroup varieties s d Figure 6 12. Hence the poset of all isotone mappings of A into A forms a complete arguesian lattice F . We shall show that £(CR) can be isomorphically embedded into the lattice F .
For V e £(CR) we put
For V e £(CR) and (i,n), i = 0, 1, n e N , we put s if i = 0, « > 1 and
By Lemmas 6 and 7, the last theorem of [16] can be reformulated as follows. RESULT 16 [16] . 
for all (/, n).
Obviously (8) and (9) are satisfied if n = 0 by Theorem 13. We next assume that n > 0 and we verify (8) and (9) The remaining cases can be treated in a similar way. We conclude that (8) and (9) hold for all n if / = 0. The case i -1 can be handled in a dual way. is an injective homomorphism. Thus £(CR) is arguesian.
Since £(CR) is arguesian, it follows that £(CR) is modular. The modularity of several particular sublattices of £(CR) was established in [1] , [3] , [4] , [5] , [7] , [17] , [18] .
